Wanted: Flutter Mobile Developer

Starting date: as soon as possible
Ending date: February 1st
50 hours for the project, remuneration TBD
Apply by sending CV and letter to: Professor Marie-Odile Junker, info@atlas-ling.ca

Description:

The position of Flutter Mobile Developer involves creating multi-platform apps for iOS and Android using Google's new Flutter development framework. Prior experience developing with Flutter is mandatory. Flutter is very new, so even if you have never launched a production Flutter app, familiarity with it is important. Experience developing with Dart, whether with Flutter or for the web, is required. Experience in iOS and/or Android development is preferred.

Requirements:

• 1+ year mobile development experience (iOS, Android)
• Experience with Flutter
• Experience with Dart
• Experience with SQLite & JSON
• Experience with MVC
• Experience in agile development
• Experience authoring, testing, and deploying mobile applications

Additional experience:

• Experience with JavaScript and/or TypeScript
• Familiarity with Java and/or Swift/Objective-C
• Detail-oriented web development skills (HTML, JavaScript, CSS/SASS, etc.)
• Visual design skills

Technologies: ios, android, flutter, dart, sqlite, json